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QUESTION 1

Exhibit: 

You work for service provider B that wants to implement a hot potato routing policy on the network so that router C uses
link C-A to reach service provider A\\'s advertised routes and router D uses link D- B to reach Service Provider A\\'s
advertised routes Currently traffic from router C is traversing the core to exit the network on router B . Referring to the
exhibit, what are two design actions that would satisfy the requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Implement BGP-ORR 

B. Configure new IBGP neighbors between routers C and A and routers D and B 

C. Implement BGP-LS 

D. Configure the route reflector to send multiple copies of a route learned from different IBGP peers to its clients. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a multi-site data center environment with data center interconnects between sites. Which two
statements are true in this scenario? (Choose two. ) 
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A. VPLS can be used to interconnect the multiple sites. 

B. EVPN with VXLAN can be used to interconnect the multiple sites. 

C. The data centers must be connected with a full mesh design. 

D. All data centers must be in the same Layer 2 broadcast domain and subnet. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating an MPLS design proposal for a customer that requires traffic engineering features through their core
MPLS network. The customer has edge routers that only support LDP signaling. Which two features would you propose
using in this scenario? (Choose two) 

A. RSVP tunneling 

B. LDP 

C. RSVP 

D. LDP tunneling 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Your organization maintains container-based applications hosted by two different cloud service providers. 

You are asked to design a Layer 2 connection between the two cloud data centers. The data center 

interconnect solution must support control plane MAC learning. 

Which Layer 2 data center interconnect model satisfies this requirement? 

A. L3VPN 

B. L2VPN 

C. VPLS 

D. EVPN 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer\\'s WAN edge connects to two service providers SP-A and SP-B. The customer is advertising a single
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/22 subnet to both service providers through EBGP peering sessions. The customer wants to influence inbound traffic to
the advertised /22 destination prefix so that it passes through SP-A when both paths are operational. Which action
meets the customer\\'s requirement? 

A. Advertise the prefix to SP-A with a lower MED value than that sent to SP-B. 

B. Advertise the prefix to SP-B with an origin of unknown. 

C. Advertise the prefix to SP-B with a lower MED value than that sent to SP-A. 

D. Advertise the prefix to SP-A with an origin of unknown. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/topic-map/med-attribute.html 
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